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Real education is one of the most important gifts of life. Lack of it can destroy the future of an individual or a nation. It is said that a nation’s hope is its youth. The youth builds a nation, or destroys it through lack of knowledge. A person educated in school alone remains uneducated, for real education starts at home. Education missed at home usually results in character deformation.

Beyond home is society at large; the entertainment world, the media, the religious group, the political and business community. They all have a great influence on our education. If our formal education does not teach what we need, then it is the fault of all these contributors to our education. Many of us recognize the education simply as academic proficiency and technical ability. We miss its most important goal which is to give us understanding, capacity for sound judgement, and purpose to our lives.

There are knowledge that comes God; it is the understanding the relations of God’s will to our life, how we put Him into our life. And the other one is the knowledge of educational standard. The home, the world, and the school teach us this knowledge. It is the knowledge that starts from home to educate us, the way the world teaches us through experience, the way the school teaches us the academic and technical abilities. This knowledge must be carefully and continually learned.

Education that is of value is one that shapes the destiny of a nation and its individual citizens. This is the kind of education that is truly relevant to Filipino nationhood.
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